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Taiwan is a characteristic region for the folk finance. For the second half of last
century, the folk finance in Taiwan has developed dramatically. But it has proved to be
a double-edged sword. One aspect, it has offered money to minor enterprises, the
other, it has showed thoroughly its risks, disturbed seriously the financial order and
finally brought about a regional financial crisis in Taiwan. After the huge explosion of
folk financial risks, Taiwan has taken a series of measures to formalize the folk
finance, revolute finance, strengthen the regulation to the folk finance and realize
financial liberation step by step. By now, Taiwan has achieved a big success in
formalizing the folk finance, however, it also has tempted some problems during the
process , and accumulates much experience and lessons.
The mainland and Taiwan own extremely similar regional culture and geography,
the development for the folk finance is also alike expert for slight differences. There
has emerged a large scale of incident in recent years ,including usury crisis, illegal
fund-raising and underground money laundering. The problem the folk finance faces
is extremely similar with the financial hurricane that Taiwan has faced in last century.
Therefore, the formal development for the folk finance in Taiwan can provide much
experience for the mainland. As we has attached more importance to the folk finance,
the mainland has designed some policies and measures to prevent risks faced against
the folk finance, but there still exists some problems.
The paper firstly introduces the general situation of the folk finance in Taiwan,
then it mainly analyzes the risks, risks prevention, and present problems, from which
it summarizes the experience and lessons of the development of folk finance in
Taiwan. Next, It introduces the forms and scale of the folk finance in the mainland,
analyzes and summarizes the risk control measures which have been established in the
access of developing folk finance in the mainland, and the problems still existed.














this paper proposes inspiration and advice for the further normalized development of
folk finance in the mainland.
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